SNS SYSTEM

Cooperative Society Software
Single-minded focus on product quality and service excellence has helped SNS develop a “Convenient, Simple and Secure” banking software solution.

*SNS System* is the only "Cooperative Society" solutions provider in India who works exclusively for society. The Credit Co-operative Society Software is capable of providing a demonstrative effect for all preferred enterprise attaining fairness and achieving organizational efficiency. It generates day book, ledger & balance sheet, "RD" & "FD" plans, commission distribution to agent as per his rank, print "Passbook" facility through passbook printer and much more. It provides the facility to browse through current as well as previous records detailing the distribution of loan, commission, deposits etc. It provides a web portal partially link with society package. This web portal will allow log in facility for agent to see his commission on the portal.

This is purely nominal value added web base package. Effective in the recurring deposit (RD) and fixed deposit (FD). All schemes like Deposit/loan, Interest Rate can be set only through one panel (H.O) to ensure standardization and consolidation of branch wise scheme and data.
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Below is the user friendly H.O. (Admin) panel. This software operates on all browsers saving the expenditure on purchasing licensed operating software.
We set the financial date to start the package and enable the account module. It is a Dashboard.
Manage multiple branches through “BRANCH MASTER” and assign the role. Manage all schemes (deposit / loan), interest rates etc.
Set the plan for your society/branch like “FD, RD, Daily Deposit, MIS & PIP”. Admin can set Rank, Commission, Bank & Loan master.
Member Registration, Agent Registration & Create New Account
Collection sheet for the Agents and collectors. This concept is created to keep a track of collected amount of daily deposit. The collection sheet records all the data. Collection sheet is working for “Daily Deposit Account” & “Renewal” is working for RD.
Agent Commission receipt is generated on monthly basis (O.R.C. Voucher)
Format of Cash Book. Accounting works as per branch settings. All reports are continuously updated and are available at a click.
Create Loan, Collection Sheet, Loan Renewal & Loan Approved is working under Loan module.
Account Report, Agent Report, Collector Report, Team Detail & Renewal / Fresh Amount Detail. Calculation and posting of interest on deposits and loans is automated.
Highlights

* Dashboard
* Financial Accounting
* MIS Reporting
* New Scheme Designer
* Agent Collection Systems
* Photo and Signature Verification
* SMS for A/c Opening and all Transactions
* Website Connectivity (Optional)
* Android App
* Host that application on Window / Linux
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THANK YOU